Milestone

OBJECTIVE

BASIC ACTIVITIES

ADVANCED ACTIVITIES

DEEP ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

Beliefs &
practices

AT2
consider why personal
artefacts are meaningful

Share experiences of

Discuss the different

Explain why people wear

British Legion DVD

different celebrations and

artefacts or symbols used

poppies to remember.

what happens

at different celebrations.

AT 1
explain how personal symbols
and artefacts relate to
religious beliefs

Say why people wear

Discuss how remembrance

Explain what it means to

poppies to remember.

services help people to

forgive.

AT 2

Create an advent wreath

consider the positive aspects
of participating in religious
celebrations

Make advent candles

AT 1
describe the ways in which
people of faith have
demonstrated forgiveness and
reconciliation

Discuss how we forgive

Describe how the bible

Compare the teachings of

others

teaches people to forgive

the bible compared to the

AT 2 anti-bullying week

Understand what the word

Know the difference

Understand the value of

Anti-bullying

‘bullying’ really means.

between being rude, mean

kindness and the impact it

website

and bullying.

can have on people.

Look at different symbols

Investigate when the

Compare symbols of

Artefacts and

and artefacts of

symbols or artefacts are

Christianity with symbols

symbols

Christianity.

used in a celebration or

of Islam

investigate the
significance of
religious festivals
and rituals
Identity & values
explore religious
teachings of
forgiveness and
reconciliation

recognise situations where
they need to forgive or be
forgiven and ways they might
enable this to happen
AT 1
compare the experiences of
different people participating
in a religious festival or
celebration

remembrance

Investigate advent and

Explain when advent

Images of advent

the symbols linked to

begins and ends also why

wreaths

advent

Christians celebrate
advent

Materials for
wreaths and candles

Koran.

Hornsea Burton and Skipsea Federation medium term plan

British Legion DVD
Clips of

remember.

Meaning & purpose
explore how people
express their
beliefs through
personal symbols
and artefacts

Clips of
remembrance

Bible
Internet websites
describing Koran
teachings

festival
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